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ABSTRACT: It remains an unresolved challenge to achieve
spatial and temporal monitoring of drug release from nano-
medicines (NMs) in vivo, which is of crucial importance in
disease treatment. To tackle this issue, we constructed core−
satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs, which consist of gelatin
(Gel) nanoparticles (NPs) with payloads of near-infrared
fluorochrome indocyanine green (ICG) and chemo-drug
doxorubicin (DOX) and surrounding CuS NPs. The fluorescence
of ICG was initially shielded by satellite CuS NPs within the
intact ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs and increased in proportion to
the amount of DOX released from NMs in response to enzyme-activated NMs degradation. For more comprehensive
understanding of the drug-release profile, a theoretical model derived from computer simulation was employed to
reconstruct the enzyme-activatable drug release of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs, which demonstrated the underlying
kinetics functional relationship between the released DOX amount and recovered ICG fluorescence intensity. The kinetics
of drug release in vivo was assessed by administrating ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs both locally and systemically into MDA-
MB-231 tumor-bearing mice. Upon accumulation of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in the tumor, overexpressed enzymes
triggered the degradation of the gelatin scaffold as well as the release of DOX and ICG, which can be visually depicted
with the ICG fluorescence signal increasing only in the tumor area by fluorescence imaging. Additionally, the
photoacoustic signal from CuS NPs was independent from the physical status of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs and hence
was utilized for real-time NMs tracking. Thus, by taking advantage of the core−satellite architecture and NMs
degradability in tumor site, the DOX release profile of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs was monitored by fluorescence and
photoacoustic dual-modal imaging in a real-time noninvasive manner.
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The increasing interest in employing nanotechnology for
the treatment of diseases has nurtured the development
of drug delivery systems based on engineered nano-
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particles (NPs), also referred to as nanomedicines (NMs).1−6

Compared with traditional therapeutic approaches based on
small molecules and biomacromolecules, NMs have proven
distinctive advantages mainly at heightened accumulation and
disease-site targeting delivery, benefiting from the discovery of
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effects and their
engineering surface.7−12 By incorporating the features of site-
specific delivery and reduced adverse side-effects, nanotherapies
have showed great promise in clinical development, and several
therapeutic NMs have been approved for clinical cancer
treatments, including liposomes, polymeric micelles, and
albumin NPs.13−17 Substantial preclinical research efforts on
NMs have been mainly aimed at pursuing more efficient drug
delivery by constructing multifunctional NMs to overcome the
sequential biological barriers.18,19 However, it is noteworthy that
the therapeutic efficacy of NMs is intensely associated with the
drug release profiles as well. For instance, despite the higher
accumulation of cisplatin loaded NMs (SPI-77) than free
cisplatin in tumors, the phase III clinical trial of SPI-77 failed,
which was largely attributed to the inadequate release and
bioavailability of cisplatin.20 In addition, it is also highly desired
in clinics to monitor the drug release quantitatively to realize
precisely sufficient dosages, which is of great significance in
decision making for individualized treatment with appropriate
efficacy.21,22 Unfortunately, spatial−temporal drug release
profiles of the NMs after administration has gained less
attention and has been seldom investigated in depth.23−27

Most of the studies on the kinetics of drug release from NMs
have been carried out by quantifying the drug released fromNM
dispersion in buffer solutions. Since the quantification of the
drug release in vivo would be laborious and invasive, it is a

common practice to label drugs with radionuclides or
fluorochromes before entrapment into NMs and monitor their
biodistibution by positron emission tomography (PET) or
fluorescence (FL) imaging.28,29 Nevertheless, this approach
cannot provide information about the kinetics of drug release
from NMs. This problem has been typically tackled by directly
labeling the loaded drug molecules and nanovehicles with
different fluorophores, respectively.30,31 The drug release
behaviors can be evaluated and reconstructed based on the
quantitative and qualitative differences on the biodistributions
between the loaded drugs and nanovehicles. Yet still the low
signal/noise ratio and strong autofluorescence are strangling the
precise drug release evaluations in vivo. Alternatively, subtle drug
release would be instantaneously reflected by some responsive
imaging signals, which is functionally associated with drug
existence (released or entrapped). In this regard, a variety of
stimuli-activatable NMs have been developed.32−34 However,
the emerging stimuli-activatable NMs have been mostly based
on external cues to trigger the release of the drug, which may
hamper their translatability into clinics since the therapeutic
testing and successive use on patients should be performed
exclusively at clinics with special equipment. Therefore, it would
be highly desirable to achieve real-time monitoring the drug
released fromNMs in response to internal stimuli displayed only
by the diseased tissue.
Herein, we developed enzyme-activatable core−satellite

ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs, which consist of gelatin nano-
particles (NPs) loaded with the near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent
indocyanine green (ICG) and chemo-drug doxorubicin (DOX),
and decorated with “satellite”CuS NPs (Scheme 1). The in vitro
study documented that the fluorescence of ICG was initially

Scheme 1. Development of Enzyme-Activatable ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs with a Core−Satellite Architecture Made of Gelatin
NPs Loaded with NIR-Fluorescent ICG and Chemo-Drug DOX, and Coated with “Satellite” CuS NPsa

aThe DOX release from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs can be monitored by fluorescence and photoacoustic (PA) dual-modal imaging in a real-time
manner due to the core−satellite architecture and degradability in response to proteases overexpressed in tumor.
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quenched within intact ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs and
increased in proportion to the amount of DOX released from
ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs due to the erosion of the gelatin
matrix by protease. For more comprehensive understandings on
the drug release profile, a theoretical model derived from
computer simulation was employed to reconstruct the enzyme-
activatable drug release of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs,
which scientifically demonstrated the underlying kinetics
functional relationship between the released DOX amount
and recovered ICG fluorescence intensity. The kinetics of drug
release in vivo was assessed in tumor-bearing mice administrated
with ICG/DOX@Gel-CuSNMs by in vivo fluorescence imaging
system. Additionally, the photoacoustic signal arising from CuS
NPs was not affected by the physical status of the ICG/DOX@
Gel-CuS NMs and thereby was used to monitor the
biodistribution of the NMs. Thus, by taking advantage of the
core−satellite architecture and NMs degradability in tumor site,
the DOX release profile of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs was
monitored by fluorescence and photoacoustic dual-modal
imaging in a real-time noninvasive manner.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fabrication and Characterization of ICG/DOX@Gel-
CuS NMs. Core−satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs were
made of gelatin NPs (Gel NPs) loaded with ICG and DOX, and
coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG)-modified CuS NPs. As
depicted in Figure 1A, Gel NPs were first fabricated via a
modified two-step desolvation method.35 ICG and DOX were
then loaded into the Gel NPs under sonication to obtain the
ICG/DOX@Gel NPs. Finally, core−satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-
CuS NMs were obtained by grafting 10 nm in diameter PEG-
modified CuS NPs (Figure S2) onto the surface of ICG/DOX@
Gel NPs via a carboxyl-amine coupling strategy. Noticeably, for
the coupling chemistry of PEGylated CuS NPs to the ICG/
DOX@Gel NPs, the sequence that carboxy-activated ICG/
DOX@Gel NPs should be added dropwise into CuS solution
would not be reversable to avoid cross-linking. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) imaging and dynamic light

scattering (DLS) analysis showed that Gel NPs had a spherical
shape with a diameter in the dehydrated state (DD) of 104.1 ±
8.7 nm and a hydrodynamic diameter (HD) of 176.2 ± 2.7 nm
with a polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.113 ± 0.009 (Figures
1B,C). The DD and HD of the obtained ICG/DOX@Gel NPs
were 116.4 ± 10.3 nm and 184.0 ± 0.9 nm, respectively (Figure
1B,C). ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs showed a core−satellite
morphology with a DD of 132.0± 1.24 nm asmeasured by TEM
(Figure 1C) and a HD of 213.9 ± 4.5 nm measured by DLS
(Figure 1B). In addition, mouse serum containing PBS was
employed to simulate blood, and we tested the cumulative
release of ICG and DOX from the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs
by incubating the NMs into the serum (10%) containing PBS.
As shown in Figure S3, neither DOX nor ICG showed obvious
release from the NMs up to 6 days, suggesting mere leakage of
the cargo and the fairly good structural stability of the NMs
under physiological circumstances. Scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) imaging and elemental mapping
analysis (Figure 1D) were performed to further validate the
spherical and core−satellite morphology of the ICG/DOX@
Gel-CuS NMs.

Evaluation of DOX Release from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS
NMs in Vitro.We tested the changes in the morphological and
spectroscopic properties of core−satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS
NMs upon trypsin addition to assess the capacity of ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs for real-time monitoring and quantifica-
tion of enzyme-activated drug release. As illustrated in Figure
2A, the addition of trypsin led to efficient structural degradation
of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs, which was verified by TEM
observation in Figure 2B and Figure S4. In the absence of
trypsin, the emission spectrum of the core−satellite ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs dispersion showed an unchanged faint
peak at 815 nm, suggesting that the satellite CuS NPs almost
completely quenched the fluorescence arising from the ICG
molecules entrapped within the gelatin matrix (Figure 2C and
Figure S5). Upon addition of trypsin, the fluorescence intensity
of the dispersion of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs increased
gradually (Figure 2D,E). These lines of evidence suggested that

Figure 1. Fabrication and characterization of core−satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs. (A) Schematic illustration on the fabrication of ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs. (B) Diameter values (mean ± standard error) of Gel NPs, ICG/DOX@Gel NPs and ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in
hydrated state measured by TEM. (C) Representative TEM images of Gel NPs, ICG/DOX@Gel NPs, and ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs. (D)
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging and corresponding elemental mapping (N and Cu) of the core−satellite ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs.
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the observed enzyme-triggered recovery of ICG/DOX@Gel-
CuS NMs fluorescence was due to the concomitant shedding of
the CuS NPs off the NMs’ surface and release of ICG from the
NMs. The DOX released from the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs
was collected after incubation with trypsin at different times and
quantified by UV−vis spectrometry (Figure 2F). The
cumulative release of DOX followed biexponential kinetics
with approximately 71% of the DOX release during the first 15
min of incubation with trypsin and an additional 24% release in
the following period were found. However, it remains a question
whether the fluorescence signal change could be used as a
quantitative reporter of DOX release. A correlation study was
thereby performed, which indicated that the fluorescence
intensity of ICG (x) had a nearly linear relationship with the
cumulative amount of released DOX (y) (Figure 2G). The
correlation was well fitted as a linear equation: y = 96.12x −
5.165 (R2 = 0.9899). This result documented that the DOX
released from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs could be readily
monitored by detecting the fluorescence intensity of the ICG in
a real-time quantitative manner. The photoacoustic (PA) signal
of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs dispersion in PBS was also
investigated in the absence/presence of trypsin at different
times. As presented in Figure 2H,I, the PA signal was not

affected by the presence of the enzyme, which enables the real-
time monitoring of NMs biodistribution by PA imaging. Taken
together, these results validated that the core−satellite ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs could realize real-time monitoring and
quantification of enzyme-activated DOX release by a combina-
tion of fluorescence and PA imaging.

Mathematical Model of Drug Release from Enzyme-
Activatable NMs via Computer Simulation. For insightful
scientific exploration the kinetics of DOX and ICG release from
the enzyme-activatable ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs, a mathe-
matical model was established by computational simulation,
where both the processes of NMs erosion and drug diffusion
were taken into consideration. We hypothesized that the erosion
of the NMs is carried out by enzymes permeating the degradable
matrix and facilitates the successive diffusion of the molecules
(ICG and DOX) from the matrix of the NMs into the
surrounding space. The diffusion process can be described by
the equation

c
t

D c( )
∂
∂

= ∇ ∇
(1)

where c is the drug concentration andD is the diffusion constant
in the matrix of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs. D can be

Figure 2. Evaluation of drug release from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs dispersion in PBS. (A) Core−satellite architecture of ICG/DOX@Gel-
CuSNMs enables real-timemonitoring and quantification of enzyme-activated DOX release by fluorescence/PA dual-modal imaging. (B) TEM
images of core−satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs before (pre) and after the addition of trypsin. (C) Fluorescence images recorded for core−
satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs dispersions in the absence (−) and presence (+) of trypsin at different times. (D) Emission spectra of ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs dispersion in PBS after the addition of trypsin. (E) Intensity of the 815 nm emission peak of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS
NMs dispersion in the absence (−) and presence (+) of trypsin at different times. (F) Time-dependent profile of cumulative release of DOX
from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in the absence (−) and presence (+) of trypsin measured by UV−vis spectrophotometer. (G) Linear fit
between the percentage of released DOX and the fluorescence intensity of ICG in the presence of trypsin. (H) PA images and (I) quantitative
analysis of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs dispersions in the absence (−) and presence (+) of trypsin at different times.
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expressed as a function of the diffusion constant D0 in the
surrounding environment and the volume percentage of the
matrix of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs according to the free
volume theory36−38

i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzzD D k r k r(1 ) exp

10 1 s
0.75

2 s
2φ φ

φ
= − −

− (2)

where k1 and k2 are two constants related to the physical and
chemical properties of the matrix of the NMs, rs is the typical
molecular radius of the entrapped drug, and φ is the volume
percentage of the matrix of the NMs, which is related to the
process of erosion. According to a first-order kinetic model,
which is a simplified version of the classical Michaelis−Menten
model,39 φ can be calculated by the equation

d
dt

k c3 e
φ φ= −

(3)

where k3 is the diffusion constant and ce is the enzyme
concentration. By considering an initial volume percentage of
the matrix equal to 90% of the total volume of the NMs, eq 3 can
be solved as

k c t0.9 exp( )3 eφ = − (4)

The diffusion process can be divided into two parts, one
describing the diffusion of the drug through the matrix

D
c
t

c
t r

c
r

1 22∂
∂

= ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂ (5)

where D satisfies the eq 2 and the other describing the diffusion
of the drug in the surrounding environment:

D
c
t

c
t r

c
r

1 2

0

2∂
∂

= ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂ (6)

The flux of the drug in the matrix and surrounding
environment had the same value at the interface:

D
c
t D

c
t

1 1

0

∂
∂

= ∂
∂ (7)

Additionally, at t = 0

c r c r R( , 0) at0= ≤

c r c r R( , 0) at0= >

where R is the radius of the NMs. At the average distance among
NMs (r = Rb), the flux of the drug was assumed to be zero:

c
r

r R0 at b
∂
∂

= =
(8)

In order to simplify the solution of the problem, the following
parameters were chosen to make the equation dimensionless:

t k c t3 e̅ = (9)

r r k2̅ = (10)

k c
D k

3 e

0 2
λ =

(11)

k r2 s
2β = (12)

k r1 sγ = (13)

Figure 3. Mathematical model of DOX release and ICG fluorescence recover from enzyme-activatable NMs via computer simulation. (A) DOX
release derived for different values of λ (see eq 11). (B) Fluorescence recovery of ICG by computational simulation. (C)One phase decay fitting
between the percentage of released drug (DOX) and the recovered fluorescence intensity (ICG). (D) Frames from movie S1 and movie S2 at
different times. The inner and outer spheres exemplify a gelatin-based NM and the surrounding environment, respectively. The process of NMs
degradation with time is shown by coloring the inner sphere with decreasing shades of gray, whereas the process of DOX diffusion and ICG
fluorescence recover in the surrounding environment is shown by coloring the outer sphere with the colors of the visible spectrum.
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D
D k
k c0

0 2

3 e
̅ =

(14)

The system of eqs 5 and 6 is general and can be solved to
derive the profile of drug release from enzyme-activatable NMs.
We solved the system by MATLAB and derived the profile of
ICG fluorescence recovery and DOX release from the gelatin-
based NMs. As shown in Figure 3A, the NMs possessed distinct
release behaviors for different values of ce. In order to compare
the kinetics of DOX release from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs
dispersed in PBS with the simulation data (Table S1), we
calculated the values of the correlation parameters for ce = 2.5 ×
10−5 g/mL (λ = 1.8 × 10−6), which corresponded to the
concentration of trypsin added to the dispersion of ICG/DOX@
Gel-CuS NMs. Noticeably, the derived kinetics of DOX release
showed a sigmoidal behavior, and the simulation data showed
that approximately 98% of drug is released from the NMs after
30 min in the presence of 2.5 × 10−5 g/mL of trypsin. The drug
release rate of the NMs significantly decreased at lower
enzymatic concentrations (red and blue curves in Figure 3A).
With regard to the ICG fluorescence recovery model, we
simulated its diffusion or fluorescence process with parameters
at Table S2 which satisfies the same function as DOX. As shown
in Figure 3B, the fluorescence recovery of ICG presented a
similar profile to the release behavior of DOX. Furthermore, the
correlation function between the percentage of released DOX
and the recovered fluorescence of ICG was well fitted as one
phase decay (y = −115.1e−2.768x + 110.9, R2 = 0.9903) (Figure
3C). It also confirmed that the core−satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-
CuS NMs can act as real-time monitoring drug (DOX) release
behaviors via the fluorescence turn-on process of ICG, which
mutually supports the results in vitro in Figure 2.
The data derived from the computational simulation were

manipulated through computer graphics and imaging processing
techniques to reconstruct the three-dimensional (3D) drug
release process of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in movies (movie
S1 and movie S2). Four representative frames of the movies
depicting the DOX release and ICG fluorescence recovery are
presented in Figure 3D. Both the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs
structure erosion and drug diffusion into the surrounding
environment were considered and displayed. In this model, we
considered the molecule to diffuse radially starting from the
surface of the NMs for simplicity. It is worth noting that the grid
edge of the sphere in Figure 3D does not indicate the constant
size of the NMs and refers to the diffusion space outside the
NMs instead. The degradation of the NMs in response to
enzyme was indexed by the integrity change from intact status
(in black) gradually to dissociated status (in white). The
concentration of the released DOX or the recovered
fluorescence intensity of ICG within the diffusion space was
indexed by the color change from cyan (zero) to red (high
concentration or high fluorescence intensity).
Real-Time Monitoring of DOX Release from ICG/

DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in Vivo. On the basis of the favorable
results obtained with NMs dispersions and computer simulation
studies, we tested the core−satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs
as a reporter for real-time monitoring and quantification of
enzyme-activated drug release in vivo. Prior to evaluation on the
drug release behaviors in vivo, the tumor-site accumulation
profile of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs administered via tail vein
injection was assessed by multispectral optoacoustic tomog-
raphy (MSOT) because the PA signal from CuS NPs was
independent from the physical status of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS

NMs (Figure 2H,I). Upon systemic administration, the PA
signals in the tumor sites were gradually enhanced and persisted
for up to 24 h (Figure 4A,B), indicating the efficient

accumulation of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in tumors by
exploiting the EPR effect. At 4 and 24 h postinjection (p.i.), the
major organs of the treated mice were collected and the
biodistribution quantification of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuSNMs
was determined on the basis of the percentage of injected dose
per tissue gram (% ID/g) of copper element by inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). As depicted in
Figure 4C, the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs showed fairly high
tumor-site accumulation efficiency, which was 7.02% ID/g and
5.66% ID/g at 4 and 24 h p.i., respectively. The high tumor
uptake efficiency of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs is due to the
EPR effect, and this implies that PA imaging can be exploited for
real-time tracking the accumulation behavior of ICG/DOX@
Gel-CuS NMs in a tumor microenvironment.
Next, we sought to compare the kinetics of ICG fluorescence

recovering of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in the presence and
absence of enzyme in vivo. It has been documented that the
tumor microenvironment showed endogenous characteristic of
high concentrations of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs),
which are efficient at hydrolyzing gelatin.40−42 Thus, the tumor-
bearing mouse received an intratumoral local injection of ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs and a subcutaneous injection with an
equal dose at the opposite side. The NIR fluorescence signals
arising from the areas around the injection points were recorded
and quantified by the IVIS fluorescence imaging system. As
shown in Figure 5A, significant distinct fluorescence signals were
clearly observed in the tumor site after the injection, while only
faint fluorescence was detected at the opposite site throughout
the observation up to 4 h. The quantification analysis in Figure
5B revealed that the average fluorescence signal arising from the
tumor area markedly increased during the starting 60 min p.i., a
pattern similar to the in vitro fluorescence profile of the ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs dispersion in the presence of trypsin

Figure 4. Tumor site accumulation monitoring of ICG/DOX@Gel-
CuS NMs in vivo. (A) In vivo MSOT images of mice injected with
ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs at different time points postinjection
(p.i.). (B)OrthogonalMSOT images of the tumor region at 4 and 24
h p.i. (C) Biodistribution of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuSNMs at 4 and 24 h
after systematical injections measured by inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).
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(Figure 2E). The following slight decrease of the fluorescence
after 1 h should be attributed to the gradual diffusion and
clearance of ICG from the tumor site. On the contrast, the NIR
signal arising from the area around the subcutaneous injection
showed a very faint increase in intensity. These results indicated
that the core−satellite ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs could
efficiently degrade in the tumor region and persist intact in the
healthy tissue. Given the linear function between the percentage
of released DOX and the fluorescence intensity of ICG (Figure
2G) and the kinetics in vivo similar to that of NMs in vitro
(Figure 5B), it is reasonable to derive the kinetic of DOX release
in vivo from the recorded fluorescence kinetic of ICG. The
derived kinetic curve of DOX release in vivo was displayed in
Figure S7A, which suggested that 56.8% of DOX was released in
the tumor microenvironment during the first 5 min post-
injection in vivo compared to∼47.4% of DOX released in PBS. It
might be indicative of a stronger burst-release in vivo than in
solution most likely due to a higher concentration of proteases
able to degrade the gelatin matrix.
Considering the clinical relevance of the systemic admin-

istration of anticancer drugs, we assessed the kinetic profile of
drug release of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs, which were injected
into tumor-bearing mice via tail vein. A strong increase in the
NIR fluorescence intensity was observed in the tumor area but
not in other tissues, which correlated very well with the
overexpression of proteases in tumors in respect to normal
tissues (Figure 5C). Quantitative analysis revealed that the NIR
emission arising from the tumor area significantly increased until
18 h p.i. and then gradually decreased (Figure 5D), which is

intensely dependent on the tumor-site accumulation and drug
release kinetic of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs. Similarly, the
kinetic profile of DOX release in vivo was also calculated from
the fluorescence signal of ICG following the established linear
equation and plotted in Figure S7B. In order to gain more
information about the spatial distribution of the fluorescence
and drug release, 3D transillumination fluorescence imaging
analysis was carried out at 2 h, 4 and 24 h p.i. Compared to the
2D fluorescence imaging with plane projection, 3D-reconstruc-
tion transillumination fluorescence feedbacks the signal in depth
of tumor, as well the penetration ability of ICG (Figure 5E,
movies S3−S5). The NIR signal arose from deep regions of the
tumor, combining the result of MSOT imaging (Figure 4A,B)
which indicated the penetration ability of CuS, validating the
ability of the core−satellite NMs to egress from the angiogenic
blood vessels by exploiting the EPR effect and release drugs to
penetrate into the tumor parenchyma. To further evaluate the
drug release behaviors, major organs and tumor of the mice were
collected at 24 h p.i. for ex vivo fluorescence analysis (Figure S8
and S9). The NIR emission was much stronger in the tumor
than other tissues, which was explained by a more efficient
degradation of NMs in tumors due to a greater concentration of
proteases. In line of the evidence, it illustrated that the enzyme-
activatable drug release behavior of the core−satellite ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs can be monitored by fluorescence/PA
dual-modal imaging in a real-time and semiquantitative manner.

Antitumor Effect Evaluation Benefiting from Drug
Release. Given the imaging guided enzyme-activatable drug
release in vivo of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs and the systemic

Figure 5. Evaluation of DOX release from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in vivo. (A) In vivoNIR fluorescence images of mice treated with NMs via
both subcutaneous (dotted arrow) and intratumor (solid arrow) injection at different times postinjection. (B) Quantitative data (mean ±
standard error) of the NIR signal emitted from the injection areas shown in (A). (C) NIR fluorescence images of mice treated with ICG/DOX@
Gel-CuS NMs via tail vein injection at different times postinjection. (D) Quantitative data (mean± standard error) of the NIR signal emitted
from the injection area shown in (C). (E) 3D-reconstruction of transillumination fluorescence images of mice treated with NMs via tail vein
injection at various tilt angles.
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biodistribution results, we examined the anticancer efficacy of
the NMs in proof-of-concept animal experiments. Mice bearing
an MDA-MB-231 tumor of approximately 150 mm3 were
divided into five groups (n = 4) for various treatments. All of the
injections were administrated intravenously (i.v.) every 3 days
six times. As exhibited in Figure 6A,B, the mice receiving ICG@
Gel-CuS NMs (NMs/body weight = 50.5 mg/kg) did not show
any statistically differences in tumor suppression compared with
the saline-treated control group. Mice injected with DOX·HCl
cocktail in saline (DOX/body weight = 2.0 mg/kg) showed a
moderate tumor growth suppression (46.2% with respect to
control), which was restricted by the poor tumor-site
accumulation of free chemo-drug (DOX). In particular,
considering the nondegradable structure of silica in biophysical
circumstance, DOX-loaded silica (DOX@SiO2) NMs were thus
employed for the anticancer treatment investigation. The as-
prepared DOX@SiO2 NMs showed spherical morphology with
dehydrated size of approximately 100 nm by TEM and
hydrodynamic diameter of ∼170 nm by DLS (Figure S10).
Despite the similar morphology and size of DOX@SiO2 NMs to
ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs, the multiple injection of DOX@
SiO2 NMs (DOX/body weight = 2.0 mg/kg) led to moderate
tumor inhibition efficacy of 42%, which should be ascribed to the
inadequate drug release ability (Figure S11). Remarkably, the
tumors of mice received injections of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS
NMs (DOX/body weight = 2.0 mg/kg) were efficiently
inhibited with 87.8% of tumor suppression. All of the tumors
from various groups were collected andweighed at the end of the
treatment (Figure 6C,D), which verified the best therapeutic
outcome of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs. In addition, H&E
staining of tumor tissue at the end of treatment indicated that
most of the tumor cells of the mice treated with ICG/DOX@

Gel-CuS NMs were severely apoptotic and necrotic, while the
other groups just exhibited partially damaged tumor tissue
(Figure 6F). Taken together, all of the above results
documented the distinctive therapeutic efficacy of ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs benefiting from their enzyme-activated
adequate drug release in vivo. Furthermore, to evaluate the safety
of the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs, the mice body weights were
recorded throughout the treatment process with weight loss of
more than 20% suggestive of severe adverse side effects. All of
the mice from various treatments groups did not display an
obvious body weight decrease, and there no statistical
significance among the groups (Figure 6E). The H&E staining
histologic slices of the major organs showed no significant
difference in mice treated with ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs
compared with untreated mice (Figure S12). This suggests that
the enzyme-responsive ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs are safely
administered for tumor therapy.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have successfully constructed ICG/DOX@
Gel-CuS NMs with core−satellite architecture, which conferred
fluorescence/PA dual-modal imaging guided enzyme-activated
drug release in vivo of the NMs in a real-time and semi-
quantitative way. The in vitro tests proved that the fluorescence
of ICG was initially quenched by the satellite CuS NPs within
the intact ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs and showed a nearly
linear relationship with the cumulative amount of released DOX
from NMs along with the enzyme-triggered degradation. A
mathematical model was established via computational
simulation to uncover the underlying kinetics functional
relationship between the released DOX amount and recovered
ICG fluorescence intensity by taking into consideration both the

Figure 6. Anticancer therapeutic effect evaluation in vivo. (A) Tumor volumes of different groups were measured and calculated every 3 days.
(B) Tumor inhibition rate of different groups. (C) Tumor weight measured at the end of treatment. (D) Pictures of tumors at the end of
recording time. (E) Body weight curves of mice treated with corresponding groups. (F) H&E staining of tumor sections with different groups.
All pictures were obtained under the same magnification (40×), and the scale bar is 100 μm. Statistical analysis was conducted via two-tailed
paired and unpaired student’s t tests to determine differences within groups and between groups, respectively. P value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant, and the number of the label “*” represents the range of P values (*0.01 < P < 0.05; **0.001 < P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001).
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processes of NMs erosion and drug diffusion. Additionally, the
kinetics of drug release in vivo was assessed by administrating
ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs both locally and systemically into
tumor-bearing mice. Along with the accumulation of ICG/
DOX@Gel-CuS NMs in the tumor, overexpressed proteases
triggered the degradation of the gelatin scaffold as well as the
release of DOX and ICG. Based on the established functional
relationship between the released DOX amount and ICG
fluorescence signal, the kinetic profile of DOX release in vivo of
the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs was successfully derived and
monitored quantitatively by fluorescence imaging. Additionally,
the photoacoustic signal from CuS NPs was independent from
the physical status of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NMs and, hence,
was utilized for real-time NMs tracking.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
1. Materials.Gelatin type A from porcine skin (gel strength∼300 g

of Bloom), sulfur powder (99.98% trace metals basis), and copper(I)
chloride (99.999% metals basis) were purchased from Alfa Aesar
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Heysham, U.K.). Indocyanine Green (ICG)
was purchased from TCI Development Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
Mercapto-polyethylene glycol-amino (SH-PEG-NH2, 2 kDa, 95%) and
methyl-polyethylene glycol-amine (mPEG-NH2, 5 kDa, 95%) were
purchased from Yare Biotech Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Gluta-
raldehyde solution (50%), oleylamine (80−90%), and octadecene
(90%) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.
(Shanghai, China). N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, 98%) and N-(3-
(dimethylamino)propyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC,
98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (Saint Louis, MO). Fetal
bovine serum (FBS), trypsin-EDTA solution (0.25%), penicillin−
streptomycin solution, and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
(DMEM) were purchased from Gibco Life Technologies (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). All chemicals were of analytical grade and used as
received.
2. Preparation of ICG- and DOX-Loaded Gelatin Nano-

particles (ICG/DOX@Gel NPs). Gelatin nanoparticles (Gel NPs)
were fabricated by a modified two-step desolvation method. Briefly,
gelatin type A (625 mg) was dissolved into 12.5 mL of deionized water
at 40 °C. Next, 12.5 mL of acetone was added dropwise (6 mL/min)
into continuously stirring (600 rpm) gelatin solution for 10 min. Next,
the supernatant containing the low molecular weight gelatin fraction
was removed. Approximately half of the solution was removed, and the
pH of the remaining solution was adjusted to ∼2.5 by addition of 1 M
HCl. Next, 20.75 mL of acetone was added dropwise (1 mL/min) into
the solution under continuous stirring (1000 rpm). To cross-link the
gelatin nanoparticles, 1 mL of acetone containing 30 μL of 50%
glutaraldehyde solution was added dropwise (0.05 mL/min) into the
solution at 40 °C under constant stirring (1000 rpm). After 16 h, the
acetone and the excess of glutaraldehyde were removed by rotary
evaporation and the volume of the solution was decreased to ∼5 mL.
The solution was purified by dialysis against water to remove remaining
acetone and glutaraldehyde. Then the solution was diluted into 50 mL.
To fabricate ICG and DOX-load gelatin NPs (ICG/DOX@Gel), 2.5
mL of Gel NPs solution, 0.125mL of ICG solution (1mg/mL), 1mL of
DOX solution (5 mg/mL), and 1.375 mL of ddH2O were mixed under
sonication for 30 min. Finally, the solution was centrifuged to remove
free ICG and DOX, and the precipitate was dissolved in PBS (1X, pH
7.4).
3. Preparation of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NPs. First, 1 mL of ICG/

DOX@Gel (10 mg/mL) in PBS, 2 mg of EDC, and 2 mg of NHS were
mixed under continuous stirring for 30 min at pH ∼6 to activate the
carboxyl on the surface of gelatin nanoparticles. Next, the above
solution was adjusted to pH ∼7.2 and dropwise added into the PEG-
modified CuSNP aqueous solution (1.004× 10−6 M). Themixture was
continuously stirred for 2 h at constant temperature. Next, 0.2 mL of
EDC stock solution (20 mg/mL) and 0.2 mL of NHS stock solution
(20mg/mL) were added to the ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS solution at pH of
∼6 and kept for 30 min. The pH of the mixture was brought to ∼7.2,

and 0.05 mL of water containing 20 mg of methyl-PEG-amine (PEG-
NH2, 5 kDa) was added into the mixture of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS. The
reaction was processed at room temperature for 2 h. Finally, the
obtained ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NPs were purified by three rounds of
ultracentrifugation.

4. Release of ICG and DOX from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS
Dispersed in a Buffer Solution. ICG/DOX@Gel-CuSwas dispersed
in PBS at an ICG concentration of 5 μg/mL at 37 °C, 10 μL of 0.25%
trypsin were added into 1 mL of ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS dispersion, and
the hydrodynamic diameter (HD) was monitored by dynamic light
scattering (DLS, model Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Panalytical Ltd.,
Malvern, U.K.) at different time points. The morphology ICG/DOX@
Gel-CuS was assessed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
model HT7700, Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The fluorescence was
recorded by fluorescence spectrophotometry (model F-7000, Hitachi
Ltd.) and in vivo fluorescence imaging (model Maestro 2, Cambridge
Research & Instrumentations, Inc., Woburn, MA). To assess the profile
of DOX released from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS, the NMs were
centrifuged, and the supernatant was collected for quantification of
free DOX with UV at different times.

5. Animal Tumor Model. MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in
DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 μg/mL
streptomycin, and 100 U/mL penicillin. Cells were grown in tissue
culture flasks in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2 at 37 °C.
Female BALB/c nude mice (4−6 weeks old) were supplied from Vital
River Laboratory Animal Technology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). The
tumor animal model was obtained by injecting∼5× 106MDA-MB-231
cells in 100 μL of PBS into the right flank of the mice. When the tumor
volume reached 150 mm3, the imaging and therapy experiments were
carried out in accordance with the guidelines approved by the Peking
University ethics committee. In antitumor treatment evaluation in vivo,
the dose of DOX- or DOX-loaded nanoparticles are equal to 2 mg/kg,
the treatment was conducted every 3 days six times. Tumor volume and
body weight were recorded every 3 days until the end of 3 weeks. The
formula of tumor volume is “length × width2/2”.

6. In Vivo Imaging for Drug Release from ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS.
When the tumor volume reached 150 mm3, ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS
(2.750 mg/mL, 25 μL) was injected both directly into the tumor and
subcutaneously on the left flank in a group of tumor-bearing mice (n =
3). The mice were imaged by in vivo fluorescence imaging at different
time points postinjection. Another group of tumor-bearing mice were
divided into two subgroups (n = 3) and intravenously injected with free
ICG and ICG/DOX@Gel-CuS NPs, respectively, in saline (200 uL, 50
μg/mL of ICG). The mice were imaged by in vivo fluorescence imaging
and multispectral optoacoustic tomography (MSOT, model in Vision
128, iThera Medical GmbH, Munich, Germany) at different time
points postinjection.
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